
PREVIEW 4:00PM .  SALE 6:00PM 
CLARESHOLM AGRIPLEX 

Saturday May 21st



$2500 Added CA$h 

Barrel Race

$100 2D OPEN (FULL SECOND SPLIT)
$50 FUTURITY SIDEPOT

$30 YOUTH . $5 PEE WEE
$5 TIME ONLY

PRE-ENTRIES MAY 1 THRU 16TH. 

BOOKS OPEN @ 3:30PM TIME ONLYS @ 4 – 6PM
RUN @ 6:15PM

$2500 Added CA$h 
CANADIAN FINALS

BREAKAWAY 
QUALIFIER

$100 OPEN BREAKAWAY, ENTER 2X
2 ROUNDS AND A SHORT ROUND

$200 CFB SIDEPOT, ENTER 2X

BOOKS OPEN 7:30 – 8:30AM
ROPE @ 9:00AM

$5000 Added CA$h 
TEAM ROPING

#12 SLIDE - 3 HEAD PROGRESSIVE
+/- .5 SEC/#/RUN

*SHORT ROUND WILL BE STRAIGHT TIME.

$225 PICK 1, DRAW 2
DRAW ALL FOR $75/DRAW 

ENTER UP TO 3 TIMES

BOOKS OPEN 9 – 11:30AM
ROPE @ 11:00AM

Friday May 20th

Saturday May 21st

CASHHORSESALE



CLARESHOLM AGRIPLEX . 5950 4 ST W, CLARESHOLM, AB

SATURDAY MAY 21, 2022

Cut Above 
$uperior Horse $ale

4pm 6pm
Preview Sale

CHAMPION ALL AROUND HORSES FOR YOUR HARD EARNED CASH$

SATURDAY MAY 21, 2022

Welcome
Welcome to the first annual Cut Above Superior Horse Sale. 

Our mission is to produce a horse sale that is a cut above the 
rest. We are featuring high quality horses from top trainers and 

producers. The horses have been carefully selected to ensure 
quality, and a variety among the horses for buyers to choose from 

in order to fulfill each individual’s wants. We strive to create a 
sales environment of integrity with superior horses. Our goal is for 

buyers to be able to purchase horses with confidence. 

We are excited to be hosting a team roping, breakaway roping, and 
barrel race along with the sale as a way to better showcase the sale 

horses. We want to produce a successful sale that keeps growing 
each year, and bettering the horse industry!

We look forward to seeing everyone the long weekend in May 

RLively



CASHHORSESALE

Cut Above 
$uperior Horse $ale

Saturday May 21st

ONLINE BIDDING

To view this sale & preview 
 visit www.dlms.ca 

Fill out the registration form and sign up for 
your free user account and select username 

and password 
 

Bidders - to be approved as a bidder, log 
into dlms.ca and click BUYER APPROVAL tab, 

select the sale and click sign up. 
 

For more information: Mark Shologan, 780-
699-5082 or 780-991-3025 

Please register to bid before sale day.
.

PREVIEW 4:00PM .  SALE 6:00PM 
CLARESHOLM AGRIPLEX 

SALE TERMS & CONDITIONs

ALL HORSES HAVE A QR CODE IN THE CATALOG. SCAN 
USING YOUR SMARTPHONE FOR 

ADDITIONAL INFO, 

PICTURES & VIDEOS
ADDED RIGHT UP TO SALE DAY

If you’re planning to bid online or by phone, 
please feel free to contact sales staff or 

consignors as we are pleased to help with 
any questions regarding horses in the sale. It 
is our priority to ensure you are pleased with 

any purchase

Phone BIDDING

Contact Southern Alberta Livestock Exchange 
Ramona Hart 403-625-0990 Prior to sale 
until 5:30pm. In order to register to phone 

bid, an individual must provide confirmation 
of available funds.

SALE management
ROBYN LIVELY 520-483-9005

LOGAN BIEVER 520-414-0012

DUSTIN GONNET 403-901-5981

SALE DAY PHONES
ALLAN LIVELY 403-627-7776

LOGAN BIEVER 520-414-0012

DYLAN BATES 403-627-6546

RYAN KONYNENBELT 403-892-6534

BEAR LIGHTBOWN 403-634-4486

Sale Day Staff
SOUTHERN ALBERTA LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE SALE

Auctioneer 
FRANK JENKINS

Pedigrees
RON ANDERSON

Ringmen
JUSTIN KEELEY FRED DEWALD

DARREN SHAW DYLAN BATES

CLARESHOLM AGRIPLEX

IF YOU REQUIRE OVERNIGHT STABLING $35 PLEASE BOOK WITH 
SALE STAFF

watch live

Watch Friday’s Barrel Racing & Saturdays 
Breakaway & Team Roping

on Facebook Live. CashHorseSales



All horses consigned are subject to 8% 
commission and a $150 catalog fee.  
 
All sale horses are required to be 
showcased in the preview prior to the sale. 

The CASH$ sale will be a public live event, 
as well as a live broadcasted sale. 

All people attending the sale must come at 
their own risk.  

Method of payments accepted will be cash, 
cheque, etransfer, or Visa/MasterCard. If 
paying with a card, buyers will be subject 
to a 3% convenience fee. 

Horses will be sold in Canadian funds, and 
the US exchange rate will be provided the 
day of the sale for US buyers. 

All horses must be paid for in full before 
the horse is allowed to leave the grounds. 
Once buyer has paid in full, registration 
papers and transfers will be handed over.

Consigners must provide registration 
papers and transfer papers upon arriving 
at the sale. The sale office staff will be in 
charge of handling these documents.

Sale management do not assume any 
responsibility or liability for horses, they 
only act as agents for the buyer and seller. 

Once the horse is sold, the buyer assumes 
all further responsibilities. This includes 
transportation arrangements for the horse.  

Horses consigned will be sold in catalogue 
order on sale day, according to the hip 
number assigned.
Consigners may put a reserve on the sale 
horse.

All horses consigned are expected to come 
from an integral program. All information 
provided by the consigner must be truthful 
with full disclosure of any defects or bad 
habits.  

All horses consigned are deemed sound 
up until the horse goes through the sale 
ring, meaning sound of mind, physically 
sound with no confirmation defects, and 
no cribbers.

All consigners must provide current 
pictures of sale horses. Pictures are 
subject to rejection under the conditions 
that pictures are low quality in any aspect 
(how the horse is portrayed, or blurry 
pictures etc.) 

The sale manager reserves the right to pull 
any horse from the sale right up until 6pm 
on May 21st. 

Any vet checks are between the buyer and 
seller, and information disclosed during 
the vet check is confidential between only 
the potential buyer and seller. Vet checks 
are not a requirement. 

Potential buyers are expected to have 
assessed and examined the horse before 
purchasing. 

Upon this agreement, consigner’s have 
a commitment to the CASH$ sale to sell 
their horse through the sale on May 21st. 
Any private sale of horses will not be 
permitted once horses have a confirmed 
consignment to the sale. There will be no 
alley trading allowed.

If a horse is sold on the grounds after 
the horse has gone through the ring, the 
sale of the horse will still be charged 8% 
commission, and 2% buyers premium and 
all money must be handled through the 
office.

The final decision of selected horses to 
be consigned will be solely up to sale 
management. Sale Management reserves 
the right to deny any horse consignment. 

There will be a brand inspector and 
insurance agent on site.

It is up to the auctioneer to settle any 
disputes in the ring, and the final decision 
will be made by the auctioneer. 

All consigners must finalize information 
and sale advertisements (pictures, videos, 
written information etc.) by May 1st. 
Consigners also must provide catalog fee 
payment ($150) by April 22nd. 

Any horse taken out of the Sale after 
April 22nd due to failure to abide by 
the terms of this contract, will still be 
responsible for the $150 catalog fee. This 
is a nonrefundable fee. If a horse is taken 
out of the sale due to unsoundness, even 
with a written vet letter, consigner is still 
responsible for the $150 catalog fee. 

Any announcements or amendments made 
from the auction block during the day of 
the sale will take priority over the written 
content of these terms and conditions.     

SALE TERMS & CONDITIONs

All horses are subject to 8% commission, 
and 2% buyers premium.
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2017 BUCKSKIN GELDING   .    AQHA #5897534   .   15.3HH

smartspiderscotch

DUSTIN GONNET
NANTON, AB  . 403-901-5981  

gonnetperformancehorses@gmail.com

The Hulk is a 5 year old buckskin gelding. He is a big 
strong horse and built to go all day. You can ride this horse all day 
and feel good doing it, as he is an easy mover that can cover ground. 

He has been rode in the feedlot, on the ranch, as well as in the arena 
starting to head steers. If you’re looking for a reliable horse to get 
your everyday jobs done, take a look at him! 

Consigned by

DOWN CAME THE SPIDER {
ONE HOT KRYMSUN

CUPIDS COUNTRY ZIP

{
INVITATION ONLY

KRYMSUN JET SET

{
ZIP TO THE COUNTRY

CUPID FLIGHT

SMART SCOTCH {
TOPLINE SPARK

SMART SUMMER LYNX

{
DURABLE SHINE

RADELDORADO

{
STAR LYNX DOC

SUPER REAL BABE

1
LOT Sire

Dam

2017 BLUE ROAN GELDING   .    AQHA #X0728339   .    15.1HH 

mm blue cricket

NATHAN SCOTT
NIPAWIN, SASK . 306-812-7092 
beldonbisonranch@gmail.com

MM Blue Cricket, aka “Ed” is a solidly built, 15.1 hand 
blue roan gelding with exceptional confirmation.At 5 years old Ed 
has a solid foundation in the roping pen and is ready to become 
your favourite head or heel horse, suitable for a #4 roper up. Take 
Ed home and be confident that you won’t get outrun by those fresh 
cattle this spring.  With speed like his, he would also be well suited 
for the barrel pen.   ED will be in Ponoka April 23 and 24th for Team 
Roping Canada Spring Two Day Roping, and will also compete in the 
CASH$ Team Roping prior to selling at the Cut Above Superior Horse 
Sale.

Consigned by

CRICKETS COOL DUAL {
MR COOL DUAL

HOLLY SAN CRICKET

{ DUAL PEP

LENAS CHILD RIO

{ HOLLY SAN GOLD

LENAS SAND IN SATIN

SUNNYS  LUCKY SONG {
SUNNYS MAUCHO

WAPITI SONG

{ STRAWBERRY MAUCHO

SUNNY’S LUCKY MOON74

{ BLUE ELK

SMOKIN WAPITI

2
LOT Sire

Dam

8



2014 PALOMINO GELDING   .    AQHA #5656442   

GOOD BAR WATCHER

DARYL FISHER
PINCHER CREEK, AB .  403-632-9702 

RIDDEN BY COBIE HERR

“Willy” is an 8 year old gelding who was raised by Daryl 
Fisher. He was started by Dustin Sippola as a 3 year old. He has been 
used for all aspects on the ranch such as drug calves, and has been 
roped on.

We have started roping the hot heels on him this winter. This gelding 
is cowy with a very level mind, and easy to be around. Willy is ready 
to go in any direction you want him to.

He will be rode in the sale by Cobie Herr.  

Consigned by

GOOD BAR JOE {
GOOD PACIFIC

JOES EDIE WATCH

{ PACIFIC BAILEY

LADY GOOD BAR

{ WATCH JOE JACK

ZERO’S EDIE

DECKS WACHTER {
ROCO JACK

DECKS GAL WACHTER

{ BARRY BLUE JACK

ECHOL BAR ROCO

{ DECK ARONI

WACHTER GAL 24

3
LOT Sire

Dam

2009 BAY GELDING   .    AQHA #5217983

HEZA SMART SON

JARED SHERMAN
403-627-8587 

We purchased Herman as a 4-year-old and he exceeded 
our expectations from day one. He is by far the most 
athletic and versatile horse we have owned. The majority 
of his experience has been on the ranch but we have shown him in the 
cowhorse pen as often as we could and have roped on him lots. He has 
earnings as a cowhorse, and has won the ranch horse competition at 
both the Nanton Ranch Rodeo and the Edmonton Heritage Ranch Rodeo.
Herman has everything: huge stop, credit earning lead changes, tons of 
rate, and all the speed you need. He is right at home in the heading box 
and, although we haven’t competed on him in the roping pen, we know 
he has the ability to be a high-power head horse. Herman is a bridal 
horse who has seen everything. He is not well suited to novice riders.

Consigned by

GO ON WITH OUT IT {
SMART LITTLE LENA

SPOOKS DOC

{ DOC O LENA

SMART PEPPY

{ GRAYS STARLIGHT

DOCS POMPANO

SHEZA FROSTY CHANTEL {
HEZA JACK FROST

PATTY HOTRODDER

{ DOCS JACK FROST

POCO RHYTHM

{ DOCS BINGO BAR

SPANADA MIST

4
LOT Sire

Dam
VideosVideos o

* PRE PURCHASE EXAM & FULL RADIOGRAPHS AVAILABLE
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2016  BUCKSKIN MARE   .    WELSH

HONEY

DUSTIN GONNET
NANTON, AB  . 403-901-5981  

gonnetperformancehorses@gmail.com

Honey is a 6 year old welsh mare. This is a super gentle and easy going mare that is ready for anyone to jump on. 
She has been used in the feedlot, team roped off of on the heel side, and turned back on in the cutting pen. She 
will be roped off in the team roping jackpot prior to the sale. This is a versatile mare ready for any job put in front 
of her.

Consigned by
5
LOT

2018 BAY GELDING   .    AQHA #5972777 

TALALA BANJO

KASPER ROY
403-975-5566 

Talala Banjo, aka “Guantonimo” is a 4 year old gelding. 
He been used on the ranch moving cattle, doctoring and 
branding.  He was hunted on all last fall and you can shoot right off 
his back. 

He has a great start in the roping pen, heading, heeling and 
breakaway. He is quiet, suitable for any rider and has no buck. 
Guantonimo can be turned out for months and he is the same horse 
when you get back on.

Consigned by

MEMORYS DUALIN BANJO {
DUAL CHER

MISS BAR SAN LEO

{
DUAL PEP

SHESA SMARTY LENA

{
PEPPY BAR SAN

DOCS MISS WAR LEO

ROME TALALA {
DAMRONS TALALA SUN

ROME CHALLENGE

{
STEEL YOUR MONEY

DAMRONS SUN UP

{
CHALLENGE THE CHARTS

ROMAN NOSE PATSY

6
LOT Sire

Dam

VideosVideos o
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2021 BROWN STALLION   .    AQHA #6141488

HIT THE GOLDMINE

DUSTIN GONNET
NANTON, AB  . 403-901-5981  

gonnetperformancehorses@gmail.com

“Hit The Goldmine” is a 2021 stud colt. This good looking, 
flashy yearling would make an excellent stud prospect. He has great 
confirmation, good bone, and a pedigree to match. He is by the 
outstanding AAA stallion Ninety Nine Goldmine who has produced 
several winning horses, especially in the barrel racing industry! This 
colt is out of a great mare from the Gonnet program Tazs Spooky, who 
has been hauled to cuttings across the country as one of the best 
turn back horses, has barrel raced, been roped off of, and just an all-
around great using horse. This colt has all the right genetics to make 
him smart, athletic, and trainable. He is also paid in full to Western 
Fortunes. Make sure you take a look at this own son of Ninety Nine 
Goldmine!

Consigned by

NINETY NINE GOLDMINE {
STRAWFLY SPECIAL

BIRDS MERRY

{ SPECIAL EFFORT

FLY IN THE PIE

{ MERRIDOC

BIRDS LIMIT

TAZS SPOOKY {
PEPTO TAZ

VAQUERA PERFECTO

{ PEPTOBOONSMAL

SWEET LIL LENA

{ PERFECTO PLAYBOY

SHESA TOP GUN

8
LOT Sire

Dam

2019 SORREL MARE   .    AQHA #6121376   .    14.2HH

CHEXANIC IKE

TOP CUT QUARTER HORSES
PINCHER CREEK, AB LOGAN BIEVER

ROBYN LIVELY 520-483-9005

“Socks” is a flashy 3 year old mare. She is a beautiful 
mover, with excellent conformation. This mare is by PC Manwood 
Ike who stamps all of his colts with athleticism, a sound mind, and 
versatility to make great all-around horses both in and out of the 
arena. Socks has a great start on her, is very soft and collected and has 
a good stop. This mare has moved cows, had a rope swung off of her 
and tracked cattle around the pen. She is friendly, and very willing, 
having all the right tools for someone to take in any direction. With her 
great disposition, athletic ability, and size she shows great potential to 
make an excellent breakaway or heel horse.

Consigned by

PC MANWOOD IKE {
SUN FROST

MANDRIFT MARI

{
DOCS JACK FROST

PRISSY CLINE

{
MANDRIFT

REDWOOD MARI

ROOSTERS CHEXANIC {
STYLIN ROO

PLAYBOYS CHEXANIC

{
GALLO DEL CIELO

UB STYLIN WITH ME

{
PLAYBOYS BUCK FEVER

JAYS BAR LASS

7
LOT Sire

Dam

11



2013 BUCKSKIN GELDING   .    AQHA #5593845   .    14.2HH

bcr doc bar rooster

WACEY MARR
TWIN BUTTE, AB  . 403-432-0014 

wacey_m68@hotmail.com

Phoenix is a ranch rode horse with a lot of personality and a huge 
heart. He has been roped 
on in the open, drug calves to the fire and is 
started in the team roping pen.  
 
Very cowy and athletic! He’s hobble broke and easy to catch and 
load. Just get on and go to work.everyday jobs done, take a look at 
him! 

Consigned by

MR HOLLYWOOD ROOSTER {
GALLO DEL CIELO

MS HOLLYWOOD DOC

{
PEPPY SAN BADGER

DOCS STARLIGHT

{
DOCS PRESCRIPTION

HOLLY DEBRA

LITTLE HI DOC {
HIGH BROW HICKORY

DOCS DAISY

{
DOCS HICKORY

GRULLA SAN

{
DOC BAR

MAGNOLIA HOLLY

9
LOT Sire

Dam

2013 RED DUN GELDING   .    AQHA #5542877   .    15.3HH

CALLME MR AWESOME

TRAVIS & KANDI HORN
 780-806-9801 tkhorn@live.ca

Jake was jackpotted on this past winter on the head 
side. He is great in the box. He should fit any number 
of roper. He has been started on heel side as well as barrels, poles, 
and breakaway. He has been used to treat everything in the pasture 
and drug calves in the branding pen. He has a ton of speed to catch 
whatever you need. Jake is always the first horse to meet you at the 
gate and loves to be with you. 

Anyone should be able to get along with this horse. Jake will be shown 
in the jackpot before the sale.

Consigned by

DRIVIN TO HOLLYWOOD {
HOLLYWOOD DRIVE

TO GAMBLIN STAR

{
HOLLYWOOD DUN IT

TITANS KACHINA

{
GAMBLING DOC BAR

BILLS STAR LITA

MY T REBEL SOCKS {
SIR QUINCYS REBEL

MITOS FANCY LADY

{
SIR QUICNY DAN

OPIE LASSIE TWO

{
MITO COMMANDER

BAY LADY CRY

10
LOT Sire

Dam
VideosVideos o
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2018 SORREL MARE   .    AQHA #5917714

WS PLAYIN MOONSHINE

WILLOW SPRING RANCH CORP.
306-940-4918 

averielum27@gmail,com

“Lola” is a 2018 sorrel mare that has been started on the barrels by 
Carly Christianson. She is cruising a nice barrel pattern, been worked 
on the flag as well as live cattle. She has been ranched off of, taken to 
brandings, nothing phases her. She is a very level headed easy going 
mare.

Lola has been started correct and has all the buttons. She is by Six 
Packa Moonshine out of a CD Lights mare. She would be a perfect all 
round mare for someone to take to the barrel and rope pen! 

Consigned by

SIX PACKA MOONSHINE {
MR EYE OPENER

SHINY SIX

{
DASH FOR CASH

BEDAWEE

{
STREAKIN SIX

MITOS TOP LADY

WS I CD LIGHTS {
CD LIGHTS

PLAYINDOC

{
CD OLENA

DELIGHT OF MY LIFE

{
FRECKLES PLAYBOY

DOCANITA

11
LOT Sire

Dam

13



2017 SORREL GELDING   .    AQHA # 5864826

bar mm hollywood doc

KIEL WILSON
403-601-0710 

“Screech” has put in long days and is all horse for any task 
needed done on a ranch. 

Travels smooth and low headed and is very cowy, will go all day. Started 
and coming along nicely in the heading and heeling

Consigned by

MR HOLLYWOOD ROOSTER {
GALLO DEL CIELO

MS HOLLYWOOD DOC

{
PEPPY SAN BADGER

DOCS STARLIGHT

{
DOCS PRESCRIPTION

HOLLY DEBRA

PLAIN SUGAR VENTURE {
SUGARS PLAIN REMEDY

SOLONOS VENTURA

{
JUST PLAIN COLONEL

SUGAR REMEDY

{
SOLANOS PEPPY SAN

VENTURES LADY LUCK

12
LOT Sire

Dam



2019 SORREL MARE   .    AQHA #5981289

bmp jinglebob jane

BLAINE PICKARD
PINCHER CREEK, AB . 403-627-8587 

blainepickard@gmail.com

A good looking, big bodied filly that is out of a mare family 
that has produced many people friendly, athletic using horses. This 
filly was started by Dustin Sippola (30 rides) and recently ridden by 
Bruce Christie (20+ rides). Both Dustin and Bruce are handy and do a 
quality job on every horse they throw a leg over. Ridden in the great 
outdoors and in the arena – “Jane” really wants to please. 

She was designed to be my next “Grandpa Horse” until I saw the 
number of candles on my cake! Ranchers, ropers and anyone that 
appreciates a quality horse better have a look!

Consigned by

COUNTERFEIT N CHECKS {
IM COUNTIN CHECKS

DOCS STYLISH LEGACY

{ SMART LIL RICOCHET

AUTUMN BOON

{ DOCS STYLISH OAK

COMMANDERS LEGACY

LADYS BOBBINIC {
LADYS PEPINIC

PEPPY GOLD DOC

{ REMINIC

PEPPYS FIRST LADY

{ PEPPY SAN BOB

DOCS ALISIO LEO 78

14
LOT Sire

Dam

2017 SORREL GELDING   .    AQHA #5833260   .    15.2HH

western waysnwishes

DOUG HINES
306-744-7771

ouranch2gmail.com

Check out this handsome grandson of Rockin’ W!!!

Western Waysnwishes has had over a year of ranch riding on him and 
for the last 5 months has been with a professional cow horse trainer. 
He has been started as a heading horse, where he has excelled.

He is 15.2 hands, stout with good bones and feet, and is eager to 
please with a great mind and manner. This heading prospect deluxe is 
sure to turn heads in and out of the arena!!

Consigned by

ROCKEM SOCKEM REY {
ROCKIN W

SHESSWEETERN PEPTO

{ DUAL REY

BOON SAN KITTY

{ PEPTOBOONSMAL

SWEET LIL LENA

FILOS SCOOTIN DOLL {
FILO SANDINE

LEANNA LENA

{ DOCS HICKORY

CD CHICA SAN BADGER

{ DOC O LENA

TINY BOUNCER

13
LOT Sire

Dam

15



2008 RED DUN GELDING   .    AQHA #5140812   .    14.2HH

short lil smarty

BILL SHIELDS
403-601-0628  circle2@live.com

He’s been with us since he was 3 and was brought along to 
do all aspects of ranch work. Gathering in the mountains, 
dragging calves and doctoring yearlings and cows. One man doctoring 
is no problem, step off and Shorty will hold em. Shorty has tons of 
cow sense. Lots of fun sorting cattle, ranch cutting or work them down 
the fence. He’s a very handy rope horse when you go to town as well. 
Heading or heeling and breakaway. Scores really well. Comes out fast 
and smooth. Rates excellent and is looking for the stop. Shorty has been 
a big part of my kids’ lives growing up. He helped my son learn to rope 
and my daughter was often cruising around somewhere bareback on 
him.
Give me a call or shoot a text if you have any questions.

Consigned by

LNC SMART LIL DUALLY {
DUAL PEP

SMART LITTLE BETSY

{
PEPPY SAN BADGER

MISS DUAL DOC

{
SMART LITTLE LENA

MISS ROYAL DRY

BSF ILL BE HICKORY {
HICKORYS VALENTINO

ILL BE SHORT

{
HIGH BROW HICKORY

FRECKLES MEMORY

{
CHEYENNE SHORTY

SMART LITTLE CHICY

15
LOT Sire

Dam
VideosVideos

o
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2009 BROWN GELDING   .    AQHA #X0684958

daines oakley

WANDA PHILLIPS
403-632-6331 windyr2001@gmail.com

“Oakley” is a 13 year old flashy brown gelding sired by 
Fast Moon Chic. He is very soft, smooth, and has lots 
of buttons. His main focus has been barrel racing in both rodeo and 
jackpot settings, but has had experience pole bending, trail riding in the 
mountains, and checking/sorting cattle.

Oakley is powerful with lots of gears! He runs in both directions on 
the barrel pattern and knows his job. Leave him turned out for months, 
bring him in, saddle him up, jump on and it will be like you never 
stopped riding. He will steal your heart and be your best friend.

Consigned by

FAST MOON CHIC {
MARTHAS SIX MOONS

CHICKS GAY

{
SIX FOLS

LADY BUGS MARTHA

{
THREE CHICKS

GAYS DELIGHT

MAKE ROOM FOR MISSY {
KEY TO THE CARR

IMA ROCKIN HORSE

{
KEY TO THE MINT

CORNISH RUNNER

{
DOCS ROCKY TOP

MISS SPANALEA BARS

17
LOT Sire

Dam

2021 BAY STALLION   .    AQHA #6118347

reys em smart

LANDON DICK
403-470-2079  pro_415@hotmail.com

REYS EM SMART, aka  “Mace” is a 2021 bay stud colt sired by 
REYS FROM HEAVEN out of the mare SMART ARISTOKITTY. Mace 
is friendly and halter broke. This colt is very intelligent  and 
correctly built. He is ready for you or your trainer to mold into the further 
champion that he is meant to be. 

Sire, REYS FROM HEAVEN
(2007 Red Roan Stallion) AQHA/APHA . Dual Rey x CDs From Heaven x CD 
Olena . LTE 25k (limited shows) Offspring Earnings 75k+ (limited shows). 
#75  NCHA Top Leading Sires in 2020. Money earners in NRCHA and NCHA 
events.

Dam , SMART ARISTOKITTY is a gorgeous bay mare by the stallion SMART 
ARISTOCRAT. A very talented NCHA money earning mare that made the finals 
in the Calgary Cutting Horse Futurity but retired early.

Consigned by

REYS FROM HEAVEN {
DUAL REY

CDS FROM HEAVEN

{
DUAL PEP

NURSE REY

{
CD OLENA

FRECKLES FROM HEAVEN

SMART ARISTOKITTY {
SMART ARISTOCRAT

CATS KITTY KITTY

{
SMART LITTLE LENA

MISS QUIXOTE SAN

{
HIGH BROW CAT

KITTYS DESTINY

16
LOT Sire

Dam

17



2014 SORREL GELDING   .    AQHA #5628666   .    15.1HH

dUDES IRISH WHISKEY

GREG CURRY
403-336-1641

RIDDEN BY DUSTING SIPPOLA

Dudes Irish Whiskey, aka “Tick” is an 8 year old gelding 
that is 15.1 hands and a #1 foot. 

He has been used in all aspects of ranch work, from working colts to 
dragging calves in the branding pen. 

He has also been started in the team roping pen. Would make a nice 
ranch horse or rope horse. 

Consigned by

ALAMITOS PEPPY {
PADDYS IRISH WHISKEY

ALAMITS O LENA

{ PEPPY SAN BADGER

DOCS STARLIGHT

{ DOC O DYNAMITE

ESCALON

DUDES PEPPY MAYA {
DUDES GENUINE SAN

PEPPY MAYA

{ ZANS DIAMOND DUDE

GENUINE SANA

{ PEPONITA PATRONE

JINX MAYA HAWK

19
LOT Sire

Dam

2011 DUN GELDING   .    GRADE QUARTER HORSE

woody

KODY POTTS
780-349-1427  kpotts88@outlook.com

“Woody” is an 11 year old dunn gelding, standing 14.3 with straight legs and no scars or blemishes. He is really easy 
going, with no buck or BS to him. Leave him for a week or 6 months, when you catch him he will be the same horse 
every time. Woody has been used for all ranch work, including gathering, doctoring and drug calves to the fire.

He is a nice heel horse who is good in the box, makes a nice corner and easy to rope on. He has also been started in the 
breakaway roping and is starting to figure it out. For more information, please call Kody.

Consigned by
18

LOT

VideosVideos

o
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2016 RED ROAN GELDING   .    AQHA #5760215   .    14.2HH

caught a whiskey

NATHAN SCOTT
NIPAWIN, SASK . 306-812-7092 
beldonbisonranch@gmail.com

Having competed in the cutting, Earl’s confidence, cow 
sense and composure makes him skilled at cutting along the fence or at 
the end of a rope.  Earl has been hauled extensively and is comfortable 
and relaxed wherever he goes.   If you are in the market for an amazing 
ranch cutting horse, reined cow horse, team penning horse, heel horse, 
or calf horse, Earl is your man, and he is going to look good doing it. 
Earl is well suited to be a TOP NOTCH breakaway horse.  After a day of 
competition, if you just want to head out on the trail, Earl will be your 
go to horse.  He is confident enough to ride out alone along the river 
and calm in a group.  From crossing water, opening gates, rounding up a 
stray or whatever you need, he will get it done for you. 

Consigned by

WHISKEYS SUN {
PADDYS IRISH WHISKEY

SUN O LENA SUGAR

{
PEPPY SAN BADGER

DOCS STARLIGHT

{
MR SUN O LENA

SONS ROAN SUGAR

LOOKIN AT A LISTO {
CAUGHT A WINK

ANDREWS LITTLE CHIC

{
CAUGHT ME LOOKIN

UNWINKABLE

{
LISTO POLLITO LENA

DREAMER A DRIFT

20
LOT Sire

Dam

2018 BAY ROAN  GELDING   .    AQHA #6086915

TELES THE BLUES

CALVIN OLSON
306-662-8333  colson360@gmail.com

Teles The Blues, “Rip” is a 4yr with the potential to go 
many directions. 

Sired by Meteles Cat, out of Christina’s Blue(LTE 60k). Used all around 
the ranch and started in the arena on the heel end and breakaway.

Consigned by

METELES CAT {
METALLIC CAT

TELES LIES

{ HIGH BROW CAT

CHERS SHADOW

{ LENAS TELESIS

MISS SANA LENA

CHRISTINAS BLUE {
MECOM BLUE

SR INSTANT CHRISTINA

{ HAIDAS LITTLE PEP

ROYAL BLUE BOON

{ SR INSTANT CHOICE

CHRISTY LENA

21
LOT Sire

Dam
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2013 SORREL  GELDING   .    AQHA #5558005   .    15.0HH

cLASSIC EYED DRIFTER

JOSH HEGGIE
403-462-7444  joshheggie80@gmail.com

“Fox” is a good looking gelding with a big motor and 
handles himself well. He is a jackpot ready switch ender 
rope horse and has already been to some. Done all aspects of ranch 
work from branding to doctoring in the pasture. 

He has been to the mountains a ton and has proven to be sure footed 
in steep country. Good to shoe, haul and load. I started this horse under 
saddle and he has been great since day one. Whether you’re taking him 
to the arena or to the mountains, he’s sure to please.

Consigned by

GRULLO DRIFTER {
GRULLO DRIFTER

SHY ON A ROLL

{
DRIFTS CHIP

MELLOW YELLOW ROSE

{
BLACK WEASEL

SHY ROLLER

POCO EYED MONA {
DUNNY BAR JACK

LADYS GOLDEN IMAGE

{
CLASSIC JACK

BETTER DUN BAR

{
GOLDEN SHOWMAN

SCOUT F LADY

23
LOT Sire

Dam

2019 BLACK GELDING   .    AQHA #5969288   .    14.3HH

ou turner

JODY & ROBERT KRENTZ
204-371-9208 jodykrentz@icloud.com

This guy has been in a consistent training program for the 
last 1.5 years. Many working hours in relation to cutting/
working cattle, indoor flag work and just newly introduced to the 
world of roping! He has been hauled many times to different local 
roping practices in the area to be exposed to the sport with positive 
results. 
 
He is very mature minded, well mannered, NO VICES. Sound.  No bad 
stall habits, hauls wonderfully. Great temperament around other 
people and horses. We know he would make a great roping prospect, 
even a nice all-around horse to have in the working cow horse 
industry. 

Consigned by

WHITE HOT SPOT {
SPOTS HOT

STYLIN PLAYER

{ CHULA DUAL

SWEET SHORTY LENA

{ DOCS STYLISH OAK

ANOTHER PLAYGIRL

CAT CALLED MUSIC {
HIGH BROW CAT

A PEPPYS MELODY

{ HIGH BROW HICKORY

SMART LITTLE KITTY

{ PEPPYS BOY 895

LYNX MELODY

22
LOT Sire

Dam
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2017 RED ROAN GELDING   .    AQHA #5992055 

CROSS L RENO

DAKOTA TOEWS
 403-339-0070 dackjack01@gmail.com

Cross L Reno, aka “Reno” is a nice 5 year old roan gelding 
who has done lots of ranch work including ranch roping, 
branding, riding in the bush, and pulling the calf sleigh. This horse is 
strong on the end of the rope and is tough enough to withstand long 
days.

He has worked and sorted cows on the ranch and really watches a cow. 
Reno has a good stop and would make an excellent heel/breakaway 
horse, and is ready to go there.

He is a very quiet horse and would be well suited for any level of rider. 
Reno has the potential to go in any direction you want to take him.

Consigned by

CU ROANJO {
QUARTER DRY

ROAN LAKOTA BARK

{
GUATEMALA CANAL

DRY FORK BELLE

{
RED CEDAR BELLE

SIOUX REP

PC FROSTY COKEY {
PC FROSTY WOOD

EW KIJACK

{
SUN FROST

POC WOOD

{
TUFF TIME PEPPY

COWAN KITTEN

24
LOT Sire

Dam

2015 BAY ROAN GELDING   .    AQHA #5720984 

peptos handsome dude

CHAD THOMSON
306-330-0614 c-thomson14@outlook.com

This 7 year old roan gelding is a finished heel horse, been 
hauled and won on at jackpots. He has enough run to 
get up and around them and will hold his ground and get the clock 
stopped. He has also been breakaway roped on.

He is very nice and quiet to be around and will be perfect for any level 
of roper. He has been rode out doctoring cows, crossed creeks and 
bogs. Take this horse straight from the sale to the rodeos and jackpots, 
not to mention look good doing it.

Try and find a good looking coloured gelding right now in his prime 
with a set of papers like this, they are few and far between.

Consigned by

RED DIAMOND BOON {
MR ROAN FRECKLES

GAY BAR GRACIE

{
PEPTOBOONSMAL

MS ROAN FRECKLES

{
GAY BARS SMOKE

GRACIES LIL SNIP

WT PEPTOS PRETTY {
PEPTOS LIL NIKE

POCOS SECRET CASSIE

{
MR ROAN FRECKLES

SHANNA ANNA HANCOCK

{
POCO NUCENTS TAB

CHANTY DEB

25
LOT Sire

Dam

VideosVideos

o
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2021 SORREL GELDING   .    AQHA #6141139    

DWAYNES GUNS

CHARMAYNE SAWLEY
NANTON, AB  . 403-652-6805 
char_rodeo08@hotmail.com

Dwaynes Guns, “aka” The Rock 2021 sorrel gelding. He 
has nice straight legs and thickness to boot. He is smooth moving 
and long strided. He should be a great prospect to anyone heading 
to the roping pen or barrel pen. He is paid in full for Western fortune 
and eligible for CBHI, Breeders Elite team Roping Incentive, and 
Breeders Elite Barrel Racing incentive. Dwayne has great ground 
manners, and would be ready as a long yearling for training this 
winter under saddle. He is up to date on deworming and vaccination. 
Expecting great things from this gelding.

Paid into these incentives: CBHI . Western Fortunes . Breeders Elite 
Barrel Racing Incentive & Breeders Elite Rope Horse Incentive

Consigned by

QUICK SMART CAT {
HIGH BROW CAT

QUICK N SMART

{ HIGH BROW HICKORY

SMART LITTLE KITTY

{ ROYAL QUICK DASH

SMART N SWEET

PQH LITTLE GUN {
DOCS LITTLE PESCO

SUGAR CAP GUN

{ PEPPY SAN BADGER

DOCS SHASTA

{ DYKES KING SUGAR

SIS BARDEARE

26
LOT Sire

Dam

2015 SORREL GELDING   .    AQHA #5696222   .    15.1HH    

SAILORS WHISKEY

DUSTIN GONNET
NANTON, AB  . 403-901-5981  

gonnetperformancehorses@gmail.com

Sailors Whiskey, aka “Willy” is a 7 year old gelding who 
has been there, done that. He has been used on the ranch, in the 
feedlot, and in the arena as a turn back horse in the cutting pen. 

This gelding has also been team roped on, both the head and heel 
side, and is really excelling as a head horse. He is an easy mover with 
a great stop. 

Willy will be shown in the team roping jackpot prior to the sale, so 
keep your eye out for him in the jackpot!

Consigned by

SAILIN TO THE TOP {
SAILING SMART

GAYLA LA VANNA

{
SMART CHIC OLENA

SAILING DOLL

{
GAYLA LA BUMBA

DOCS WINE N ROSES

GAYLA ZAZA {
DOCS WINO

GAYLA LA PAZ

{
DOCS TOM CAT

LA SANGRIA

{
HEZA DAN DEE DIRK

FINTRY PANSY REED

27
LOT Sire

Dam
VideosVideos

o
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2019 BAY GELDING   .    AQHA #5970625    

hot kilobar diSCO

LEE WHITE
780-834-7066 

leewhite5@hotmail.com

“Rascal” is 3 yr old gelding with a great foundation ready 
to go any direction.  

With a nice turn around and all the makings of a great stop he will fit 
in any string from the ranch to the competitive arena.  

All with the looks to get noticed anywhere he goes.  He rides quiet 
and gentle inside and out.  For more info please call Lee.

Consigned by

HOT SUGAR DISCO {
MR SUGAR DISCO

HOT COKEALOLA

{ HOT RODDER DISCO

SELECT A LILY

{ HOT COKE

COUNTESS KNOW 77

CAMAS KILOBAR {
BADGER KILOBAR JR

CAMAS COKE

{ BADGER KILOBAR 64

TURNERS DELUXE

{ HOT COKE

CAMAS FLAME

28
LOT Sire

Dam
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2021 SORREL STALLION   .    AQHA #6110635   

DASHING COPPER BUGS

TOP CUT QUARTER HORSES
PINCHER CREEK, AB LOGAN BIEVER

ROBYN LIVELY 520-483-9005

Dashing Copper Bugs is a 2021 stud colt by Debt 
Eliminator, and out of Missin Copper Bugs. Debt Eliminator is by Dash 
Ta Fame who is the #1 leading barrel horse sire, and out of Luckys 
Moon Bug by Martha Six Moons who has produced barrel racing 
offspring of over $1 million, and race offspring of $2 million+.
This yearling prospect has the right bloodlines, and a good build to 
make a great performance horse. The stage has already been set for 
success, as this colt is paid in full to the Western Fortunes! He is halter 
broke, and a friendly colt. Don’t miss out on the opportunity to own 
this great prospect.   

Consigned by

DEBT ELIMINATOR {
DASH TA FAME

LUCKYS MOON BUG

{
FIRST DOWN DASH

SUDDEN FAME

{
MARTHAS SIX MOONS

EASY AND LUCKY

MISSIN COPPER BUGS {
AR MISSIN CASH

SHES A LITTLE BUGGAR

{
MISS N CASH

LITTLE BABI PEP

{
COPPER BUGS

BREEZE JET MISS

30
LOT Sire

Dam

2020 SORREL MARE   .    AQHA #6041396

WS A SMOOTH KITTY

WILLOW SPRING RANCH CORP.
306-940-4918 

averielum27@gmail,com

“Dolly” is a 2020 sorrel mare who would be a nice breakaway or 
cutting prospect! Started on the flag and cattle and is working very 
well on both. 

Super level headed and easy going mare, willing to go in any 
direction.

Consigned by

SMOCKIN SMOOTH DUALLY {
SMOOTH AS A CAT

SMOKIN NU DUALLY

{
HIGH BROW CAT

SHES PRETTY SMOOTH

{
DUAL PEP

SMOKIN NU

CLAUDIA KITTEN {
METALLIC CAT

IMIRAGE

{
HIGH BROW CAT

CHERS SHADOW

{
DUAL REY

BET YER BLUE BOONS

29
LOT Sire

Dam
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2018 SORREL MARE   .    AQHA #5875046   

YUMA BUG

LINDEN ROHLOFF
780-228-4189

Cookie is a 4 year old supper stakes mare. Very nice to be 
around. Will have about 60 days come sale time.

Any other questions call Linden.   

Consigned by

THREE TEN TO YUMA B {
TRES SEIS

JET ALONG JAMIE

{
SIXARUN

OUR THIRD DELIGHT

{
EASY JET

JAMIE JAY

PAULINA BUG {
SHAZOOM

LANTY BUG

{
TAKIN ON THE CASH

KEPP ON SHINING

{
BLUSHING BUG

RAISE A LANTY

32
LOT Sire

Dam

2018 BAY ROAN GELDING   .    AQHA #6074468

DRIFTWOODS MAIN MAN

KODY POTTS
780-349-1427 

kpotts@outlook.com

“Berry” is as fancy as they get. A 4 year old papered bay roan gelding, 
standing 15.2 with straight legs and good hard feet.

Berry is a well started head horse, who is good in the box, runs to 
a cow, rates well and is strong on the horn. He has also been used 
around the ranch doctoring and gathering  cattle. Berry is on track 
to make a real nice futurity horse. Buy him and make your money 
back the next 3 years showing him.  For more information, please call 
Kody Potts.

Consigned by

BSR BUTLERS MAIN MAN {
SIGS BUTLER

BADGERS BAR ROSE

{
TEDDY BLUE BAR 77

SIGS CALL GIRL 79

{
JAG BAR BADGER

JOISE SAN ROSE

DRIFTWOODSPEPPYCHEX {
CHEX OUT MY NIC

LADY ZAN PARR DOC

{
TUF COUNTRY CHEX

QUICK NIC SAN

{
FREEDOMS SHUR DOC

LADY ZAN PARR

31
LOT Sire

Dam
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2020 BAY ROAN STALLION   .    AQHA #6049391   .    MATURE TO 15.1HH

bmp JUST PLAIN DUKE

BLAINE PICKARD
PINCHER CREEK, AB . 403-627-8587 

blainepickard@gmail.com

An exceptional colt from birth. He exemplifies our breeding 
program and what we are producing. Lots of bone, enough 
foot, good conformation, and lots of shape and look.Dustin Sippola put 
10 rides on this colt in January. He was very trainable, light and quick 
footed, with a lot of natural stop! A young athlete!

The colt has a stacked cow horse pedigree without doubt – both sides 
of the pedigree! I thought enough of this colt that I didn’t geld him. I 
believe he has the potential to be a stallion prospect. Both testicles 
are present. He should mature around 15 hands.

Consigned by

PEPTOS DUKE {
PEPTOS STYLISH OAK

LENAS DUCHESS

{ PEPTOBOONSMAL

MOMS STYLISH KAT

{ DOC O LENA

UNO DUCHESS

JUST PLAIN PEPPY SAN {
JUST PLAIN COLONEL

CHATTAHOOCHEE SAN

{ COLONEL FRECKLES

GREY NELLY

{ DOX CHEX

MISS BEAVER SAN

33
LOT Sire

Dam
VideosVideos

o
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A PERFECT PAIR
Give each horse the vaccine protection they deserve

Peace of mind at no extra cost
When you protect horses with INNOVATOR vaccines, you are also 
protecting owners with the Zoetis Immunization Support Guarantee. 
This reimburses up to $10,000 for diagnostic and treatment costs if 
the horses later contract the disease.

Talk to your Zoetis Territory Manager for full guarantee details or  
go to ZOEPRO.CA.

All trademarks are the property of Zoetis or its licensors.  
©2021 Zoetis Services LLC. All rights reserved.



Pincher Creek, AB
403-627-2190

Stacy’s Cell: 403-627-8229



Embroidery 

Direct to Garment / Sublimation

Awards / Gifts / toys

  Ball Caps . Jackets . Vests . T-Shirts . Hoodies
Chairs . Tote Bags . Drink Coolers . Gifts

Boot Bags . Rope Bags . Horse Blankets . Coolers . Halters
Mugs . Tumblers . Mouse Pads

403-601-4114
hitchnstitchdesign@gmail.com 
www.hitchnstitchdesign.net

...... if you can DREAM it, 
we can STITCH it!



Waste Treatment Solutions Ltd.  Nanton, Alberta, Canada
24/7: 403-336-0028  Phone: 403-646-0300  Fax: 403-646-0065



Pincher Creek, Alberta
P: 403.627.7776  F: 403.627.5733  E: barb@livelylivestock.ca

Fort Macleod, AB    1-888-553-7715    www.livestock.ab.ca

regular cattle sale - tuesday @ 9am

up
co

mi
ng
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ate

s

Sheep, lamb & goat sale   May 18, 12pm @ fma

pound maker ram sale may 19, 11am @ fma

cow-calf pair sale may 25, 1pm @ fma

Sheep, lamb & goat sale  june 22, 12pm @ fma

Check Out  
Pair Sale Listings

www.livestock.ab.ca

FORT MACLEOD AUCTION




